Jurassic Fe-Mn macro-oncoids from pelagic swells of the External Subbetic (Spain): evidences of microbial origin
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ABSTRACT

Ferromanganesiferous macro-oncoids are distinctive from the External Subbetic Zone (Betic Cordillera, SE Spain) in relation to a major heterochronic unconformity, with a Middle Bathonian-Lower Oxfordian minimum hiatus and a Lowest Bathonian-Lowest Kimmeridgian maximum hiatus. The Fe-Mn macro-oncoids (43 mm mean-size) consist of microbial laminae with planar and arborescent to dendrolitic morphologies. Under petrographic microscopy, the planar morphologies are made up by condensed fibrillar meshworks whereas the dendrolitic ones are similar to Frutexites. Alternation between these two types of laminae reveals a rhythmic growth in the Fe-Mn macro-oncoids. Bacterial and fungal filaments are observed in SEM analyses as microbial mats constituted by a disperse web of filaments exhibiting a branching tube-like morphology with diameters ranging between 2 and 10 µm. Aggregates of coccoid-shaped forms are also registered by SEM analyses. Taxonomical approximation of the microbiota is complex, though in the thin section the condensed fibrillar meshworks look like cyanobacteria, and in SEM images the morphology of the filaments resembles fungal hyphae and green algae, whereas coccoids are assigned to cyanobacteria. The precipitation of Fe-Mn is related to the chemoorganotrophic behaviour of the benthic microbial communities, probably corresponding to the fungal mats and other chemosynthetic microbes. Inorganic precipitation mechanisms are regarded as insufficient for the accumulation of a significant amount of MnO. An efficient precipitation of Mn from natural water largely depended on the presence of Mn-oxidizing microorganisms. Sediment-starved zones of pelagic swells of the External Subbetic, located in the deep euphotic zone, were the best places for microbially mediated authigenesis.


INTRODUCTION

The stratigraphic record from the Bathonian to Oxfordian is characterized by common events of different origins: eustatic changes (e.g. Vail et al., 1987; Hardenbol et al., 1998), and tectonic processes on local and regional scales (Wilson et al., 1989; Leinfelder, 1993; Vera, 2001; Azeredo et al., 2002) related to changes in the position of the mid-
oceanic ridge of the North Atlantic (Wilson et al., 1989),
or to rifing processes involving both the North Atlantic
and the western Tethys (Leinfelder, 1993). Alternatively,
Dromart et al. (2003a, b) propose global climatic changes
that produced important fluctuations in the extent of the
carbonate platforms. These events have been recorded as
stratigraphic unconformities, represented by hardgrounds,
neptunian dykes, condensed levels, and Fe-Mn and/or
phosphatic banded crusts and macro-oncoids.

The texture and geochemistry of the Fe-Mn crusts
and macro-oncoids have been studied in different alpine
domains (e.g. Wendt, 1969, 1970; Jenkyns, 1970a, b; Drittenbas 1979; Bourbon, 1980; Krajewski, 1984; Gygi,
1992; Pomoni-Papaioannou, 1994; Burkalter, 1995). The
study of this type of deposits is a common subject in recent
marine environments (Usui, 1994; Usui and Mita, 1994; Bu
et al., 2003; Han et al., 2003; Buatier et al., 2004; Glashby et
al., 2006; Gonáález et al., 2007; Usui et al., 2007). In some
such recent crusts and nodules, the proposed origin for the
precipitation of Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides is biochemical, with
the mediation of bacteria and fungi in highly oxidizing
hydrothermal environments.

These macro-oncoids and planar laminated crusts have
been described as pelagic stromatolites (Krajewski et al.,
2000; Martín-Algarra and Sánchez-Navas, 2000; Chacón
and Martín-Chivelet, 2008). Studies regarding Fe-Mn and
phosphatic macro-oncoids in the Betic External Zones
(Southeastern Spain) are abundant (Martín-Algarra and
Vera, 1994; Vera and Martín-Algarra, 1994; Martín-Algarra
and Sánchez-Navas, 1995, 2000; Jiménez-Espinosa et al.,
papers characterize the stratigraphical and sedimentological
meaning of these deposits, while others describe the
mineralogical and geochemical composition. However, a
detailed study of the microbial assemblages has not been
put forth to date.

The objective of the present paper is to characterize the
components of the benthic microbial communities (BMC)
from thin section and electron microscopy analyses. The
paleoecological study of the microbial assemblage
composition allows us to interpret the light availability
and the paleobathymetry in which the Fe-Mn microbialite
developed. In fact, the most important aim of this research is
to interpret the role of the activity of these microorganisms
in the authigenic precipitation of Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides
and the growth of the macro-oncoids.

GEOLOGICAL SETTING

The studied outcrops are located in the External
Subbetic Zone (Southeastern Spain, Fig. 1), in turn be-
longing to the Betic External Zones. At the Middle-Late
Jurassic boundary, the Subbetic was the pelagic domain
of the Southern Iberian Continental Palaeomargin (Vera,
2001). This domain comprised two strings of pelagic swells
with low subsidence (External and Internal Subbetic,
respectively), located to the North and South of a more
subsident central trough named the Median Subbetic.

In the External Subbetic (northern pelagic swells), the
most characteristic facies of the Middle-Upper Jurassic
are the amonitico rosso (Upper Ammonitico Rosso Formation; ARS Fm in Fig. 1D). Complex intra-Bathonian-
Oxfordian events, such as changes in relative sea-level,
tectonic events, erosional processes and sedimentary
working (Molina, 1987; Rey, 1993; Nieto, 1997; Vera,
2001; e.g.) are recorded in this formation. The associated
first order unconformities involve a stratigraphic hiatus
ranging between Upper Bathonian (minimum) and Middle
Bathonian-Lower Kimmeridgian (maximum) (Ruiz-Ortiz
pers. comm., 1997). Erosive surfaces, neptunian dykes,
hardgrounds, Fe-Mn crusts and condensed levels are
recognized in these materials.

The rocks studied in this research belong to the Lugar-
Corque and Reclot Tectonic Units (Figs. 1 and 2), pertaining
to the External Subbetic of the Murcia and Alicante provinces
(Nieto, 1997). The simplified stratigraphic sections of
these tectonic units are shown in Figure 1D. The Upper
Ammonitico Rosso Fm. in both tectonic units exhibits an
average thickness of 60 m. Lower and upper members can
be distinguished in this formation (ARS Fm in Fig. 1D).

The lower member of the Upper Ammonitico Rosso Fm.
is made up of well compacted red nodular limestones. The
microfacies of these rocks are wackestone to packstone
of “filaments” attributed to Bositra buchi; other allochems are
peloids, sponge spicules, crinoids, radiolaria, foraminifera
(Protoperolopsi striata, Globuligerina sp.) and unclassified
bioclasts. An incipient hardground appears at the top
of this member, where some trace fossils, attributed to
Thalassinoideas, are observed (Fig. 2).

Over previous incipient hardground, there lies a very
compacted level of up to 70 cm thickness that laterally
disappears (Fig. 2). It is a calcarenite with a packstone
of “filaments” (Bositra buchi) featuring peloids, crinoids,
Globuligerina and unclassified bioclasts (see Lugar section
62-1 in Fig. 2). Subspherical Fe-Mn macro-oncoids are
embedded in the calcarenite level. Another hardground is
developed at top of the calcarenite. The two hardgrounds
overlap each other when the calcarenite level is not
present, in which case a Fe-Mn oxide crust, 2-3 cm thick,
is observed (Fig. 2). Large ammonite moulds (Procerites
and Wagnericeras) and some trace fossils (Thalassinoideas)
are seen in this hardground.
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FIGURE 1 | A) Geographical and geological location of the studied area. CFZ: Crevillente Fault Zone; Re: Sierra de Reclot; Cr: Sierra de Crevillente; C-L: Sierras de Corque y Lúgar. B) Geological map of the studied area with position of the stratigraphic sections of figure 2. 1: Rambla Honda-1; 2: Rambla Honda-2; 3: Caprés; 4: Section 62-1; 5: Section 62-2. C) Palaeogeographic reconstruction of the Southern Iberian Continental Paleomargin for the Late Kimmeridgian after Vera (2001). D) Synthetic Jurassic stratigraphic sections for the Reclot and Corque-Lúgar Tectono-stratigraphic Units.
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The upper member of the Upper Ammonitico Rosso Fm. is made up of marly nodular red limestones and red nodular limestones with *Globuligerina* and *Saccocoma* mudstone - wackestone microfacies, respectively.

Nieto (1997) studied the stratigraphy of this formation in the Lúgar-Corque and Reclot tectonic units, and showed the base heterochrony (Fig. 3): while in the Lúgar-Corque Unit this surface was dated as Late Bajocian (*Strenoceras niortense* biozone), in the Reclot Unit it was dated as Early Bajocian (*Hyperlioceras discites* biozone). The top of the lower member is also heterochronic (Fig. 3), being Early Bathonian (*Zigzagiceras zigzag* biozone) in age in the Reclot, and Early-Middle Bathonian in the Lúgar-Corque Unit. The base of the upper member has a Middle Oxfordian age (*Dichotomoceras bifurcatus* biozone) in the Reclot Unit while in the Lúgar-Corque Unit this surface has an age comprised between Early Oxfordian and Early Kimmeridgian. The top of the Upper Ammonitico Rosso Fm. has been dated as Early Berriasian (*Berriasella jacobi* biozone) in the Reclot Unit and Late Tithonian-earliest Berriasian in the Lúgar-Corque Unit.

The hiatus between the two members of this formation (Fig. 3) has a minimum time span from the *Cadomites bremeri* biozone to the *Quenstedtoceras lamberti* biozone, both included; according to the chronostratigraphy indicated in Figure 3 (after Ogg, 2004), this time interval is equivalent to 4.8 Ma. The maximum time included in this hiatus is from the *Procerites aurigerus* biozone to *Crussoliceras divisum* biozone that is equivalent to 14.2 Ma.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Five outcrops, evidencing the Bathonian-Oxfordian unconformity and showing Fe-Mn crusts and macro-oncoids, were selected from three localities (Figs. 1 and 2): Rambla-Honda (Reclot Unit), Corque and Lúgar (Lúgar-Corque Unit). Petrographic microscopy was used to determine the textures of the rock and the Fe-Mn macro-oncoids from 40 thin sections. Analysis of the Fe-Mn macro-oncoids (characterization of the cortical structure, total diameter, nucleus size, and coat thickness) was obtained from 90 Fe-Mn macro-oncoids from the hardgrounds of Rambla-Honda sections and 65 Fe-Mn macro-oncoids from the outcropping hardgrounds of the Lúgar sections (Fig. 2).

The mineral composition of the Fe-Mn crusts and the Fe-Mn coated grains was determined by X-ray diffractometry.
(XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), using back-scattered electron (BSE) imaging and energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis (see Jiménez-Millán and Nieto, 2008 for a detailed description of these methods).

In addition, Fe-Mn coated grains were split and the broken pieces from the inner laminae of the coating were mounted, coated with carbon and gold, and examined directly under the SEM using secondary electrons to study their internal ultrastructure and crystal morphology using a Zeiss DSM 950 SEM at the University of Granada’s Scientific Instruments Centre (CIC) and a SCI Quanta 400 at the Centro Andaluz de Medio Ambiente (CEAMA), as well as a Jeol 5800 electron microscope at the Research Technical Services (STI) of the Universidad de Jaén (Spain).

Thin sections were also stained using the nuclear counterstains DAPI (4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) and PI (Propidium Iodide), which are fluorescent stains that bind strongly to DNA. This allowed us to rule out recent microbes. Analysis of the staining techniques was carried out with a Nikon E-800 fluorescence microscope and a Hamamatsu CCD camera at the Department of Experimental Biology (Universidad de Jaén). A Nikon DAPI-FITC filter set was designed for optimal detection of DAPI and the AnalySIS 2.11.005 program was used to process the images.

MORPHOLOGY AND STRUCTURE OF THE Fe-Mn CRUSTS AND MACRO-ONCOIDS

The Fe-Mn crusts and macro-oncoids extend over the hardground surface. In general, they are characterized by brown and reddish colours. The Fe-Mn crusts are 4-5 mm mean thickness and develop directly over the hardground. The Fe-Mn macro-oncoids are macroscopic components of calcarenitic levels overlying the hardground and crust. A Fe-Mn oxyhydroxide coating envelops the nucleus (Figs. 4 and 5). These coated grains range from 10 to 108 mm in diameter, and they are 43 mm mean-size. The coat is usually less than 30 mm thick. However, in some macro-
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In the macro-oncoids from the Reclot section, two different types of laminated bands may be differentiated on the basis of colour of the coating: the first inner band is pale brown, and the second outer band is reddish brown in colour (Fig. 4B). The bands are almost concentric and symmetrically related to the nucleus.

The bands consist of partially overlapping laminae, usually alternating between light and dark laminae (Figs. 5A, B). The banded coatings consist of laminae with planar (Fig. 5B) and arborescent or club-shaped morphologies (Figs. 5C-E). Arborescent morphologies develop from an initial planar lamination; among them, some small spokes are filled by pelagic sediment, mainly valves of filaments (possibly *Bositra buchi*, Figs. 5D, E). The surface of the macro-oncoids is frequently mammillated, expressing the internal texture with arborescent morphologies (Fig. 5F). Some arborescent morphologies evolve to dendrolitic ones (Figs. 5D, E) with a dominant growth axis normal to the lamination (finger-like columns).

In general, the laminae range from 20 to 140 µm thick. Petrographic microscopy shows laminae pairs to consist of a thicker clear lamina (130 µm mean thickness) and a thinner dark lamina (30 µm mean thickness). These laminae pairs are grouped in alternating thicker clear intervals (0.7 mm) and thinner dark intervals (0.25 mm). These groups of laminae constitute a rhythmic pattern in the Fe-Mn macro-oncoids and crusts. Moreover, scarce carbonate laminae with pelagic sediment are intercalated...
within laminae dominated by Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides (Fig. 5B). The different scales of the superimposed rhythms in the growth of the macro-oncoids clearly show a well-developed hierarchy.

According to the morphology of the laminae, the rhythms can be classified as planar lamina-bearing rhythms and as arborescent lamina-bearing rhythms. The planar lamina-bearing rhythms feature a dominant thick and clear laminated interval and a reduced reddish brown laminated interval. The planar lamina-bearing rhythms are 920 µm mean-thick and comprise minor cycles 350 µm thick. The arborescent lamina-bearing rhythms are constituted by a thick clear phase with small finger-like columns made up

FIGURE 5 | A) Polished section of a macro-oncoid from Lugar section 62-1 showing a clear rhythmic growth. B) Detail of lamina pairs grouped in alternating thicker clear intervals and thinner dark intervals, with calcitic laminae intercalations (arrow). C and D) Laminated textures with alternation between planar and arborescent morphologies revealing rhythmic growth. E) Pockets of sediment between the finger-like columns with G: *Globuligerina* and F: bivalve filaments. Dendrolitic microstructures are assigned to Fr: *Frutexites*. F) Club-shaped lamination and *Thurammina* (arrow). Scale bar 1 mm.
of convex laminae, which coalesce at the top in a thinner and darker interval with planar to wavy lamination that smooths out underlying irregularities. The dendrolitic structures are dark and can be found included among the pelagic sediment (Fig. 5E). The bands with arborescent lamina-bearing rhythms are limited by bands with planar lamination. The thickness of the arborescent lamina-bearing rhythms is 2.43 mm, greater than that of planar lamina-bearing rhythms (0.92 mm).

Similarities have been found between these rhythms and those described by Han et al. (2003) in Pacific ferromanganese nodules, and by Martín-Algarra and Vera (1994) in phosphate stromatolites from the Penibetic (Betic Cordillera, Spain).

**CHEMICAL AND MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITION**

The mineral assemblage of these crusts and oncoids comprises goethite, calcite, lithiophorite and cryptomelane. In general, the Fe₂O₃ proportion in crust and macro-oncoids (mean value = 34.5%) is between 3 and 9 times the European Shale Composite (ESC) content. However, the Mn content is always <20% (mean value = 9.6%). The Fe/Mn ratios are usually <30%. A strong enrichment in Co, Ni, As and Sb is observed. The content in REE shows values similar to those of recent Fe-Mn crusts formed by hydrogeneous processes (Fleet, 1983; Fromm et al., 2005; Jiménez-Millán and Nieto, 2008). Noteworthy is the important positive anomaly in Ce. The Ce/Ce* ratio (after Baar et al., 1989) is almost 3 (see discontinuity D3 in Jiménez-Millán and Nieto, 2008). The negative results of the thin sections stained with DNA stains (DAPI and PI) allow us to rule out the presence of recent microbes from the laminated inner bands of the Fe-Mn crusts and macro-oncoids. Some broken pieces from the inner laminae of these Fe-Mn macro-oncoids were analysed by Jiménez-Millán and Nieto (2008).

**MICROBIOTA**

**Benthic microbial communities (BMC)**

Below, we describe some microstructures with potentially microbial origin, and propose what kind of potential microorganism they may represent.

Under petrographic microscopy, the lamination can be attributed to the activity of BMC. Planar and arborescent laminated textures have been traditionally interpreted as microbialites, mainly in the case of carbonates (Burne and Moore, 1987; Dromart et al., 1994; Reolid et al., 2005; Nose et al., 2006; Perri and Tucker, 2007; among others). Detailed analysis of the planar laminae reveals frequent microspheres with spherical to ovoid shapes and an average diameter of 40 µm. They probably correspond to microbes. Filamentous microstructures parallel to lamination are observed in relation to these microspheres, with an average width of 8 µm (Fig. 6A). In some cases the filamentous microstructures, which constitute fibrillar meshworks, contain small spheres forming a trichomial arrangement (Fig. 6B). Taxonomical assessment of the microbiota forming microspheres and filamentous microstructures is difficult, though the morphology resembles filamentous cyanobacterium *Microcoleus* (see Figure 6 in Gerdes et al., 2000). The cyanobacteria are identified in some of the planar rhythms, forming condensed fibrillar meshworks.

The arborescent to dendrolitic microstructures are assigned to *Frutexites* shrubs (Fig. 5E). This structure has been typically described in relation to crusts of Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides (Wallace et al., 1991; Böhms and Brachert, 1993; Nicoll and Playford, 1993; Mamet and Préat, 2006; Cavalazzi et al., 2007). However, it is not clear what type of microbe is involved in *Frutexites*. It has frequently been assigned a cyanobacterial origin (Walter and Awramik, 1979; Riding, 1991; Nicoll and Playford, 1993) and attributed to chemosynthetic bacteria (Cavalazzi et al., 2007).

Filamentous cyanobacteria and *Frutexites* could not be identified under SEM analyses, most likely hidden by the diageneric mineralization. Differences between observations with thin section and with SEM may be related to the intense iron mineralization of the microbial structures. Dahanayake and Krumbein (1986) indicate that the filaments can become undetectable due to iron encrustation.

The negative results of the thin sections stained with DNA stains (DAPI and PI) allow us to rule out the presence of recent microbes from the laminated inner bands of the Fe-Mn crusts and macro-oncoids. Some broken pieces from the inner laminae of these Fe-Mn macro-oncoids were analysed by SEM.

The SEM analyses of the Fe-Mn macro-ondoid laminae allow us to characterize three types of microbial structures made up by calcite with Fe-Mn oxyhydroxide coatings or exclusively of Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides (Figs. 7 and 8):  

a) The most abundant microbial structure appears as straight to slightly curved cylindrical filaments ranging from 2-3.5 µm in diameter and more than 0.7 mm in length (Fig. 7). Occasionally these filaments are seen to branch without an apparent pattern. These filaments may be assigned to multicellular hyphae forming a fungal mycelium preserved by Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides.

b) Other less common components are aggregates of coccoid-shaped forms with a maximum size of...
∼2 µm (Fig. 8A, B). These forms are very probably related to cyanobacteria, yet other possible types of eubacteria related to Fe and Mn oxidation cannot be ruled out.

c) The least frequent microbial structure is a dense network consisting of thin, straight main filaments close to the substrate surface with frequent dichotomous branching, and slightly thinner filaments that exhibit antler-like terminal swellings (Fig. 8C). The cylindrical to flattened filaments are between 5-10 µm in diameter. Second order filaments emerge mostly at right angles and bifurcate dichotomously (5-6.5 µm in diameter). The reticulate network resembles that of some green algae (chlorophyceae). Thus, tube enlargements are interpreted to be sporangia. Very similar morphologies were described by Glaub (1994) in the analysis of casts of the ichnotaxon *Reticulina elegans*, whose recent equivalents are produced by the green alga *Ostreobium quekettii* (Budd and Perkins, 1980; Vogel et al., 1995; Glaub and Bundschuh, 1997). However, a fungal origin is not ruled out as a possibility.

### Foraminifera

Some agglutinated foraminifera are registered in the Fe-Mn crusts and macro-oncoids, including *Thurammina*, *Placopsilina* and *Tolypammina*. They are formed by quartz grains of silt size, bound by calcareous cement (Figs. 5F and 6D). The plano-convex irregular shell of these foraminifera is generally attributed to a sessile epifaunal mode of life and passive herbivore or suspension-feeder strategy (Reolid et al., 2008). These forms cannot graze, and so must feed on organisms they harvest with their pseudopodia near the attachment site (Jones and Charnock, 1985). According to Gooday and Haynes (1983) and Lipps (1983) these passive herbivores presumably feed on bacteria. In Oxfordian deposits of the neighbouring Prebetic (Betic Cordillera), *Placopsilina* and *Tolypammina* are typical encrusting taxa occurring in association with microbial fabrics and encrustations (Reolid et al., 2005; Reolid and Gaillard, 2007). With respect to other organisms, in some cases the surface of the laminae present microborings and marks of grazers (Figs. 6C and 9). Other organisms are recorded within the macro-oncoids, such as filaments and planktic foraminifera.
DISCUSSION

Origin of Fe-Mn macro-oncoids

Previous work concerning the origin of these Fe-Mn macro-oncoids and associated crust may be considered under two main interpretations: a) organic origin, and b) diagenetic precipitation. Martín-Algarra and Sánchez-Navas (2000) interpret that the Fe-Mn and phosphatic macro-oncoids and crusts associated to the stratigraphic discontinuity surfaces as synsedimentary microbial accretions. Other authors (Sandoval and Checa, 2002; among others) point to a diagenetic origin. The latter interpretation implies that the macro-oncoids most likely formed within the shallow sediment due to concentration and diffusion of Fe-Mn mineral-containing fluids through dissolution surfaces during early diagenetic stages. However, the features described in the present research suggest that the Fe-Mn macro-oncoids were an accretionary synsedimentary deposit and not a diagenetic precipitate.

The following features point to synsedimentary origin:

- a) the finely laminated structure;
- b) the intercalation of non-ferruginized carbonate grains included in the Fe-Mn oxyhydroxide laminae;
- c) the existence of discrete sediment laminae between Fe-Mn oxyhydroxide laminae and occurrence of pelagic sediment between the columns in the arborescent rhythms;
- d) the existence of encrusting foraminifera inside Fe-Mn macro-oncoids;
- e) an abundance of filamentous microbes seen through petrographic microscopy and SEM analyses.

We interpret the precipitation of Fe-Mn with regard to the chemoorganotrophic behaviour of the BMC, since iron oxides can form as a result of the direct metabolic activity of microbes or as a result of passive sorption and nucleation reactions (Fortin and Langley, 2005). According to Dahanayake and Krumbein (1986), iron
secreting microbial mats are predominantly fungal in origin. However, many authors have interpreted different types of eubacteria inducing Fe and Mn mineralizations (see Frankel and Bazylnski, 2003). Fe- and Mn-oxidizing bacteria, both mesophilic autotrophic (such as Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans and Leptospirillum sp.) and chemoheterotrophic bacteria (such as Sphaerotilus, Leptothrix and Siderocapsa) are known to induce the precipitation of Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides under acidic and neutral conditions where Fe³⁺ and Mn⁴⁺ are soluble (Southam, 2000; Frankel and Bazylnski, 2003; Hanert, 2006). The presence of Frutexites is commonly associated to Fe-Mn crusts and they are interpreted as chemosynthetic and cryptobiontic microorganisms (Böhm and Brachert, 1993; Chafetz et al., 1998; Cavalazzi et al., 2007).

Interesting enough is the interpretation of the Mn content of the macro-oncoids. The origin of Mn-oxides may be related to inorganic and organic processes. However, inorganic precipitation mechanisms are considered to be insufficient for accretion of significant amounts of MnO in natural environments (Ostwald, 1990). It is well recognized that, in recent environments, efficient precipitation of Mn from natural water depends basically on the presence of Mn-oxidizing microbes (Nealson and Stahl, 1997; Francis and Tebo, 2002; Frankel and Bazylnski, 2003). Some types of eubacteria can induce the precipitation of Mn-oxides 4 to 5 orders of magnitude more readily than by abiotic precipitation (Hasting and Emerson, 1986; Francis and Tebo, 2002). Monty (1973), Greenslate (1974), Ehrlich (1975) and Krumbein (1983) have suggested the influence of microbes in the reactions of Mn in deep-sea manganese nodules, whereas Schaefer et al. (2001) propose Mn precipitation that is biogenically controlled in shallow water oncoids.

Specific Fe and Mn enrichment by microbes highlights the importance of microbial biocoenoses as a catalyzer, also serving as a specific trap of these elements (Krumbein and Jens, 1981; Nealson, 1983; Dahanayake and Krumbein, 1986; Frankel and Bazylnski, 2003). Iron and manganese are concentrated by extracellular traps in the microbial wall. In the studied macro-oncoids, the former existence of mucilaginous substances around the microbes and their role as an iron chelating compound (siderophore) secreted by microorganisms in the precipitation of authigenic minerals can be reasonably inferred by the presence of branching filamentous microstructures that evoke hyphae. According to Lewin (1984), siderophores produced by microbes could trap and transfer Fe³⁺ into the cell interior. Authigenesis occurred by means of the Fe and Mn previously enriched by the siderophores as amorphous precursor phases that can later be precipitated as Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides. Préat et al. (2000) propose very low oxygen concentrations for similar microstromatolithic crusts of the Bajocian from Normandy (France), with conditions of greater Fe²⁺ stability. Iron could thus serve as an electron donor in the metabolism of iron-oxidizing microbes. Alternative chemical processes have been expounded by other authors (for more information see Frankel and Bazylnski, 2003; Fortin and Langley,
2005); yet in our opinion, any interpretation is merely an approach to the mechanisms of Fe-Mn deposition in the absence of a detailed taxonomic classification of the microbes. At any rate, the common presence of microbes in Fe-Mn crusts in the geological record must be taken into account when explaining their genesis (Dahanayake and Krumbein, 1986; Martín-Algarra and Sánchez-Navas, 2000; Préat et al., 2000; Schaefer et al., 2001; Mamet and Préat, 2003; Schellble et al., 2004; Cavalazzi et al., 2007; among others).

The Ce enrichment, in turn, could be adequately explained by oxidative scavenging of Ce\(^{4+}\) from normal seawater by Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides formed in close genesis to microbes (Martín-Algarra and Sánchez-Navas, 1995). The pelagic swells of the External Subbetic were favourable places for microbiologically mediated authigenesis due to: a) the sediment-starved conditions, and b) the injection in seawater of Fe, Mn, trace elements and REE related to the contemporary volcanic processes recorded in the Median Subbetic (Puga et al., 1989; Vera et al., 1997).

Not all the microbes identified in the Fe-Mn macro-oncoids would be related with the precipitation of Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides (chemosynthetic organisms), because some laminae have substantial CaCO\(_3\) contents. The record of cyanobacteria and potentially chlorophyceae confirm the presence of photosynthetic organisms. Furthermore, we must take into account the possibility of Fe oxyhydroxide formation by Fe\(^{2+}\) oxidizing photosynthetic bacteria (Kappler and Newman, 2004; Fortin and Langley, 2005).

The existence of other organisms in the Fe-Mn crusts and macro-oncoids, such as encrusting foraminifera, has palaeoecological implications. The association of encrusting foraminifera with microbial films of cyanobacteria and fungi closely resembles commensalism, where the biofilms served as a food source for the encrusting foraminifera, while the cyanobacteria and fungi took advantage of the nutrient-rich foraminiferal excretions. Gradzinski et al. (2004) suggested this kind of relationship for the occurrence of nubeculariids and Tolypammina in microbial-foraminiferal oncoids in the Toarcian of the Tatra Mountains (Poland). Veillette et al. (2007) studied the sessile foraminifera from modern manganese nodules and surmised that food particles could be obtained either from suspension or from microbial films present on the nodule surface.

**Rhythms and sedimentation rate**

The laminated crusts and oncoids are constituted by microbial laminae with planar and arborescent morphologies. In this way, the macro-oncoids may be considered microbialites sensu Burne and Moore (1987). In general, the development of microbialites calls for a low rate of sedimentation because their growth is very slow (e.g. Leinfelder et al., 1993; Dromart et al., 1994; Martín-Algarra and Vera, 1994; Reolid et al., 2005). They are also very sensitive to any unfavourable influx of fine, clay-rich sediment. Thus, microbialites are good indicators of the rate of siliciclastic influx (Leinfelder et al., 1994). Other studies in Fe-Mn crusts support low sedimentation rates both in ancient (0.5-1 mm Myr\(^{-1}\) according to Martín-Algarra and Sánchez-Navas, 2000) and modern examples (7-18 mm Myr\(^{-1}\) reported by Allouc et al., 1999; 4.2-4.8 mm Myr\(^{-1}\) by Han et al., 2003). However, fast growth in Fe-Mn nodules has...
been also described in modern examples (Hlawatsch et al., 2002; González et al., 2007).

Alternation between laminae with planar and arborescent morphologies may respond to minor changes in sedimentation rate. In the case of calcareous microbialites, the columnar morphologies in the microbial encrustations reflect slight increases in the sedimentation rate (cf. Dromart et al., 1994). That means relatively higher values of sedimentation rate in arborescent rhythms than in planar rhythms. Another possibility to be taken into account when interpreting the rhythmic growth is the type of microbes forming the planar laminae (cyanobacteria) and dendrolitic structures (*Frutexites*), which may reflect changes in environmental features (sedimentation rate or oxygenation degree). However, such observations pertain only to thin section analysis as these microstructures are not identifiable under SEM analyses.

Interruptions in the oncoid growth and early lithification are evidenced through colonization by encrusting foraminifera and unidentified microborers (Fig. 6C).

**Palaeobathymetry**

Rey (1993) and Nieto (1997) suggested a maximum of 200 m depth for the genesis of crusts and oncoids, according to the record of hummocky cross stratification in some levels of the lower member of the Upper Ammonitico Rosso Fm. Préat et al. (2000) studied the Oolithe Ferrugineuse de Bayeux Fm (Bajocian of Normandy, France) and showed that the sedimentation of these rocks took place below the photic zone and below or near the storm wave base, at a depth of around 100 m. Meanwhile, Martín-Algarra and Sánchez-Navas (2000) propose an origin in the aphotic zone for these macro-oncoids based on the similarities in morphology and type of encrusting foraminifera between these structures and the recent deep sea nodules, as well as the presence of endostromatolites (s. Burkhalter, 1995). Having studied the microbial assemblages from the ammonitico rosso lithofacies from the Verona area (north Italy), Mamet and Préat (2003) propose a relatively deep environment below the normal wave base level, entailing dysaerobic conditions with weak oxygen gradients that trigger the growth of ferrobacteria and fungi. In the particular case of *Frutexites*, a preference for oxygen deficient environments is described by Böhm and Brachert (1993).

The environment where Fe-Mn crusts and macro-oncoids developed must have been an epiocceanic swell (sensu Olóriz, 2000), in view of the pelagic nature of the trapped sediment. Interpretation of palaeobathymetry is complicated because chemosynthetic (fungi) and photosynthetic (cyanobacteria) microbes coexist. Possibly high luminosity was not necessary for the microbial...

Thus, we assume deep euphotic zone conditions (sensu Vogel et al., 1995), where scarce light availability favoured the predominance of eucaryotes (fungi and chlorophyta); and cyanobacteria are secondary (Budd and Perkins, 1980; Vogel et al., 1995, 2000; among others) (Fig. 10). According to Vogel et al. (1995, 1999) the deep euphotic zone is correlated to a less illuminated portion of the subtidal zone and extends to a depth where light intensity decreases to approximately 1% of the surface light.

Development in the deep euphotic zone is compatible with a dominating chemosynthetic behaviour of the microbes, which in turn favoured the precipitation of authigenic minerals. If the sea bottom were in the shallow euphotic zone (s. Vogel et al., 1999), autotrophic photosynthetic cyanobacteria would be dominant and authigenic minerals would be absent. The deep euphotic zone in ocean waters would be located between 50 and 100 m in depth (Glaub, 1994; Vogel et al., 1999), depending on the optical water conditions (see Jerlov, 1970).

The record of bacterial and fungal communities related to Fe-Mn crusts in modern examples from submarine caves in the northwestern Mediterranean confirms the growth of such Fe-Mn coatings in reduced light conditions (Allouc and Harmelin, 2001). These crusts are thicker and have a higher Mn/Fe ratio when the confinement of the submarine cave is greater.

Depth determination is a tentative approach since interpretation is based only on fossil microstructures; and while other non-fossilized microbes may be involved in the bioconstruction of the Fe-Mn macro-oncoids, they cannot be specified at present.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Detailed analysis of the Fe-Mn macro-oncoids and crusts related to the major unconformity of the Middle Bathonian-Middle Oxfordian hiatus in the External Subbetic has improved the knowledge of the microbial assemblages as well as the environmental conditions in which the authigenic precipitation of Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides occurred. The main conclusions of the present research study can be summarized as follows.

Under petrographic microscopy, two main laminae morphologies are observed: 1) planar and 2) arborescent, vertically evolving to finger-like columns. The laminae are grouped in pairs representing a rhythmic growth in the Fe-Mn macro-oncoids.

Two types of filamentous microstructures are recorded in the Fe-Mn macro-oncoids from thin section analyses: 1) fibrillar meshworks with microspheres (~8 µm in diameter) interpreted as cyanobacteria and 2) dendrolitic microstructures assigned to *Frutexites* shrubs (cyanobacteria or chemosynthetic microbes).

Three types of organic components are recorded within Fe-Mn macro-oncoids from SEM images: 1) cylindrical filaments (2-3.5 µm in diameter) with irregular branching interpreted as a fungal mat comprising a disperse web of thread-like filaments (hyphae) that form a mycelium; 2) coccolid-shaped forms (~2 µm) assigned to cyanobacteria; and 3) a dense network containing straight flattened filaments (5-10 µm in diameter) with many dichotomous branching filaments potentially interpreted as chlorophyceae.

The palaeobiocoenoses observed in the Fe-Mn macro-oncoids are made up of benthic microbial communities corresponding to dominant fungi and cyanobacteria, and scarce chlorophyceae. Secondarily, agglutinated foraminifera (*Thurammina, Placopsis*ina and *Tolypammina*) were recorded.

The Fe-Mn macro-oncoids and crusts are accretionary synsedimentary microbialites generated in pelagic swells, where sediment-starved conditions were present. The precipitation of Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides is related to the chemoorganotrophic behaviour of the benthic microbial communities. Inorganic precipitation mechanisms are regarded as insufficient for the accumulation of a significant amount of MnO; an efficient precipitation of Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides from natural water depends largely on the microbial catalyzation. The genesis of these macro-oncoids occurred in environments whose palaeobathymetry is near 50 to 100 m in depth, that is, in the deep euphotic zone, where the coexistence of chemosynthetic fungi and photosynthetic cyanobacteria is possible.
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